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• Simple, intuitive interface and user-friendly design. • Main features: •Engrossing, multicolor, interactive exercises •Simple
and easy to navigate color game. •Parents/teachers can watch along in real-time as their child practices and improve their
vocabulary at home. •Game logs the child’s activities on the device and storage allowing parents to see if their child is playing
and becoming more fluent. •Interactivity on the device with multiple user options, including: *Setting, switching and pausing
games *Logging out and back in *** Gurukulum is developed by Swachhata Tech and is available for iOS and Android devices.
About Swachhata Tech: Swachhata Tech’s mission is to make people aware of the importance of personal hygiene, and the
impact it has on their life, both personally and in the environment. A challenging and a busy lifestyle demands that we maintain
a clean, odorless, serene and hygienic environment at home. We know this better than anyone. From our experience, we realize
that a hygienic environment and a cleanliness attitude are the stepping stones to the path of success and happiness. We aim to
provide a user-friendly hygiene product that is easy to use, reliable, affordable and something we all can use. About Gurukulum:
Gurukulum is the only game that develops the English vocabulary of children. It is designed to be a simple and intuitive tool for
children to learn English fluency. Playing Gurukulum provides quality practice for developing vocabulary and grammatical
skills. Teachers can also use the app to track the development of their students’ English. Gurukulum users can interact directly
with the app with multiple methods including “Question & Answer, Voice, Audiography and Multiple Answers. Parents can
view stats and activities that include how well the children practiced English, and game scores. Apps like apps are great and on
the top of their food. They are loved by the Android fans too. As the top Android phone app store, Android Application Market
had also a lot of apps and its popularity among the Android phone lovers grows with the time. Though, some of the top ten apps
like some of the top most popular apps on Google play store, or some other apps were replaced by some new version or a new
one. Though, the apps were launched and people installed the apps but
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The application offers a number of short and easy exercises that make it easier to learn vocabulary. The application offers
students of all ages the ability to review what they have learned. This is a user-friendly and portable application that has a
number of key features: - online tutorials for students of all ages (age-related) - class practice (each lesson in the application is
paired with an age-related complementary exercise) - all written language exercises (words, short stories, dialogues, etc.) - study
materials for the review of acquired vocabulary Ammantha is a new application that allows to learn Spanish with a unique
method that differs from other applications that are used today. The application offers the ability to learn multiple languages
simultaneously. Once the application is installed, the program can be used to teach any language, whether it's English, Russian or
any other language. Ammantha Description: Ammantha is a user-friendly application that can be used to help students of all
ages improve their skills to learn the language. The application offers students of all ages the ability to review what they have
learned. The application offers students of all ages a unique method that allows them to learn more effectively. This is a user-
friendly and portable application that has a number of key features: - online tutorials for students of all ages - class practice
(each lesson in the application is paired with an age-related complementary exercise) - all written language exercises (words,
short stories, dialogues, etc.) - study materials for the review of acquired vocabulary The first platform to offer the possibility of
comparing not only english tutoories, but also your own learning with friends! Comparing your progress and the corrections
made to the courseware is never fun... Piazza's purpose is to provide you with all the features and services that you need to know
and be a student of english on the web: - your own lesson - interactive activities - question and answer - forum You can compare
your own progress with those of your friends and other learners. You can also share your achievements and receive the grades of
your english levels. That's all you need to know! Let's go to Piazza, take a look and compare! Frisbee is a new application that
can be used to learn English and French. It is our aim to provide one of the most user-friendly applications that exists in the
field of English 6a5afdab4c
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- Designed for children of all ages - Write and recall words - Complete games - Create personalized games - Earn coins - Tap on
the screen to help children learn vocabulary With unique word games and games for children, Gurukulum is like having your
own school teacher in your pocket. Upon successful completion of the subject and game, you can also earn coins and unlock
additional categories. Please note that while the app will work with the GPS, the game's geo-location services don't always work
perfectly and we are working on improving it. If the game doesn't detect where you are within the countries shown in the app,
we will provide you with the distance to that location. Features: - Easy to use - Designed for children of all ages - Write and
recall words - Complete games - Create personalized games - Earn coins - Tap on the screen to help children learn vocabulary
With unique word games and games for children, Gurukulum is like having your own school teacher in your pocket. Reflecting
the versatility of the iPhone, this book lets you start with an old-fashioned and popular page turn and then with the swipe of a
finger, changes it to a lush digital format. With many other stunning page turns, including the ability to combine pages, you can
preview the book ahead of time to decide where you want to flip. This is an EPUB book you can open in your favorite reading
application or even an offline-capable eBook reader. -Engage students by adding your own custom titles and pictures for your
page turns-Customize and control the backgrounds, page layouts, and more so that your content is presented exactly as you want
it-Share your book with your students and make it the “go-to” reference guide-Quickly search any topic with the dictionary
index-Add a QR code to give students more meaningful information-Use the HTML and images to customize your book I tried
some other language applications for children, but this one is far superior. Guru makes learning easy, and it's like having a
personal tutor in your pocket. It is intuitive, fun and engaging. All that is needed is a smart device and the necessary free space
on your device. I've only been using the app for a few months now and I really like it. It's just what I was looking for. This
application offers a comprehensive and intelligent approach to learning and retaining English Vocabulary. I am

What's New In?

Gurukulum App is an android app for students of all ages to learn English words. Gurukulum is a great learning tool to learn
vocabulary, vocab flashcards and flashcards lists. Students of all ages will be learning new words that can be used at school or
work. Lets learn English learning app for children with Gurukulum. Download Gurukulum app and learn English with
Gurukulum by Vocabulary, vocabulary and flashcards to remember the new words. Gurukulum is a user-friendly app that can be
used to help children learn vocabulary at an appropriate level. Due to Gurukulum, pupils can improve their skills with age-
appropriate exercises, that can help them learn and play at the same time. Gurukulum is an android app to learn vocabulary,
words, vocabulary lists and to do vocabulary practice exercises for children. Gurukulum is an excellent android app for kids and
an educational app that helps children learn English vocabulary. Children can learn new words by grammar exercises and
vocabulary practice exercises. Gurukulum is an excellent app to learn English language. Gurukulum Description: Gurukulum is
an android app for students of all ages to learn English words. Gurukulum is a great learning tool to learn vocabulary, vocab
flashcards and flashcards lists. Students of all ages will be learning new words that can be used at school or work. Gurukulum is
a user-friendly application that can be used to help children of all ages various aspects of the English vocabulary. Due to
Gurukulum, pupils can improve their skills with age-appropriate exercises, that can help them learn and play at the same time.
Gurukulum Description: Gurukulum App is an android app for students of all ages to learn English words. Gurukulum is a great
learning tool to learn vocabulary, vocab flashcards and flashcards lists. Students of all ages will be learning new words that can
be used at school or work. Gurukulum is a user-friendly application that can be used to help children learn vocabulary at an
appropriate level. Due to Gurukulum, pupils can improve their skills with age-appropriate exercises, that can help them learn
and play at the same time. Gurukulum Description: Gurukulum is an android app for students of all ages to learn English words.
Gurukulum is a great learning tool to learn vocabulary,
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System Requirements For Gurukulum:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 (32-bit and 64-bit versions) or later Processor: Dual core (AMD Opteron, Intel
Core 2 Duo, Intel Core 2 Quad, or Intel Core i7 processor) Memory: 1 GB Hard Drive: 2 GB DirectX: Version 9.0c (or later)
Network: Broadband Internet connection and Microsoft Silverlight installed Additional Notes: * Additional licenses are required
for additional users, please email
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